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Edward VII, there came a significant and, with that of
George V, a striking change. No doubt the changed
mental climate of their period is to some extent respon-
sible for this. But no one who looks at the direction of
royal interests in this period, and compares them with
those of the Victorian epoch, can, I think, doubt that a
conscious effort has been made, again remarkably intensi-
fied by adroit propaganda, to associate the royal family
with solicitude for those objects upon which working-
class 'interest is bound to concentrate. One prince is
specialized to housing; another devotes his attention to
industrial welfare; hospitals, the boy scouts, homes for
aged miners, the re-training of the unemployed, the
value of the settlement movement, all receive their due
meed of attention. And since every itexti of royal activity
is blazoned forth by every device, that modern publicity
can utilize, there is an awareness of this activity different
in quality from anything the Victorians knew. The
Monarchy, to put it bluntly, has been sold to the demo-
cracy as die symbol of itself; and so neatly universal has
been the chorus of eulogy which has accompanied the
process of sale that the rare voices of dissent have hardly
been heard. It is not without significance that the official
daily newspaper of the Trades Union Congress devotes
more space, of news and pictures, to the royal family than
does any of its rivals.
Another element of importance must be noted. The
Victorian age was still largely an age of aristocracy, in
which wealth, of itself, was not a passport to social dis-
tinction. With what Mr. Wells has happily termed the
"period x>f generous morality" which supervened with
the accession of Edward VII, aristocratic authority in
social affairs was largely replaced by plutocratic power.
The immense increase in the peerage, the marriage of

